CME Guide
Appendix
CFPC Exercise Questions
Practice Audits and Quality Assurance Programs


Describe the nature of the practice to which this audit/program applies. State
whether it is your own or others’ practice.



Who was involved? What was your role? How many hours did you spend
personally in this process?



What was the origin of, or reason for, the audit/program?



For the purpose of this exercise, what specific question and/or learning objective
did you formulate for your own practice?



Briefly describe the audit/program. How were the criteria, standards, and/or
interventions selected? How were the records selected?



How was the data collected, recorded and analyzed?



Briefly describe the findings of the audit/program.



What kind of information and/or evidence was used to support the interventions
and how was it obtained?



What was your assessment of the quality of this information? Describe its validity
and relevance. What approach or tools did you use to come to this conclusion?



Based on what you learned, what decisions have you made about your question
and/or learning objective as it pertains to your own practice?



What will you have to do to integrate these decisions into your practice? What
kinds of barriers or difficulties do you foresee?



After sufficient time has passed to evaluate or reflect on the impact of your
decisions, describe your reflections on the impact this process has had on your
own practice and/or work?
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Provincial Practice Review and Enhancement Programs


Describe the nature of the practice to which this audit/program applies.



How many hours did you spend personally in the process?



What was your specific question and/or learning objective on which you based
this exercise?



Describe the assessment process. What kind of information/feedback did you
receive that applied to your question and/or learning objective?



What source(s) of information or evidence did you seek to understand better the
question and/or learning objective?



What was your assessment of the quality of the information you obtained from
the assessment and the other sources you sought? Describe its validity and
relevance.



What approach or tools did you use to come to this conclusion?



Based on what you have learned, what decisions have you made about your
practice and/or work?



What will you have to do to integrate these decisions into your practice? What
kinds of barriers or difficulties do you foresee?



After sufficient time has passed to evaluate or reflect on the impact of your
decisions, what is the impact on your practice and/or work?

Linking Learning to Practice


Describe the nature of your practice and/or work to which this exercise applies.



What was your specific question and/or learning objective on which you based
this exercise?



Describe the activity which stimulated this exercise (including where and when)
and the kind of information obtained from it.



What other source(s) of information or evidence did you seek to understand
better the question and/or learning objective?



What was your assessment of the quality of information you reviewed? Describe
its validity and relevance.



What approach or tools did you use to come to this conclusion?
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Based on what you have learned, what decisions have you made about your
practice and/or work?



What must you do to integrate these decisions into your practice and/or work?
What kinds of barriers/difficulties do you foresee?



After evaluating/reflecting on the impact of your decisions, describe your
reflections on the impact this process has had on your practice and/or work.

Pearls


What is your specific practice-based clinical question?



What triggered this question?



Who did the literature search?



What MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms or keywords used to facilitate your
literature search?



How many articles did this yield?



List the articles you reviewed and indicate whether the results and/or
recommendations are valid or relevant to your practice?



Based on what you have learned so far, what decision(s) have you made about
your practice?



What step(s) will you need to take to integrate this decision into your practice?
How many hours have you spent to date on this?



After enough time has passed to evaluate the impact of your decision:



What impact has the decision made and implemented had on your practice?



How successful have you been in implementing the aforementioned decision in
your practice?



Describe any key successes, challenges and/or outline any further changes you
plan to make as a result of completing this exercise.
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